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In the year 1966, a year after the Royal Shakespeare Company’s
epochal version of Hamlet, Peter Hall advocated the mission of the
RSC to be “in the marketplace of Now . . . expert in the past but alive
to the present” (Chambers 31).1 Even if intended as a ﬁgurative aside,
Hall provides a particularly pregnant metaphor for thinking about the
place of The RSC in particular and contemporary Shakespearean
performance in general. This is not only because it demonstrates how
the advocacy of Shakespearean drama is connected to the sense of its
relevance and immediacy-even urgency- to the concerns of the contem-
porary moment, but also because the metaphor of the marketplace
reinforces the fact the theatre is indeed a commercial operation in the
market of the arts. Underlying Hall’s statement is a more general
notion of drama that could also be called the ideal role of the theatre
in modern society; that the theatre, among all arts, is the place where
the past as tradition and the present as contemporary experience meet
in artistic practice. This combined sense of art and commerce could
properly be called the ‘cultural production’ of drama and this essay
considers in what sense Shakespeare in contemporary British perform-
ance can still, over forty years since Hall’s comment, still be described
as in “the market place of Now”. What does it mean for British
Shakespearean performance to be ‘alive to the present’ today? There
are, of course, a multitude of ways to think of the place of Shakespeare
in modern culture (acutely so in the internationalized and media-
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intensive network of Shakespearean performance in the twenty-ﬁrst
century) and so rather than propose a single narrative it will instead
suggest a narrower periodization of the recent past as a way of thinking
about cultural production. The election of the Labour Party under
Tony Blair to government in April 1997 imposes one clear, albeit
contestable, marker for a thinking about culture in Britain in that it
di#erentiated itself from the preceding ‘long 1980s’ of Thatcherite,
Conservative Government. To what extent has there been a speciﬁc
form of cultural production of Shakespeare in Britain during this
period? To return to Peter Hall’s original remark, the ‘marketplace’
can be both a process of exchange and a speciﬁc place. This paper will
therefore consider the place of British Shakespearean performance in
two ways; as part of the place of the theatre on the cultural production
of drama and also in the way that a sense of contemporary Britain as
a place has been evoked in speciﬁc productions, focusing on one case
study in particular.
Shakespeare Our Contemporary: Theatre as Cultural Production
Where does it come from-this desire to make Shakespeare not only
speak in the terms of an English Renaissance playwright but as our
contemporary? Could it be, as Michael Bristol and Kathleen
McCluskie argue, a sign of modernity itself to treat Shakespearean
performance not as an exercise in authenticity or pictorial literalism
but as its cultural translation to new theatrical contexts? For ‘we’ the
audience will never be early modern and so can only apprehend the
Shakespearean text as a loss of origin and its re-formation in another
context (18). An additional answer might be to look aside from the
idea of the Shakespearean text to other arguments about the general
role of drama in modern society-to what Raymond Williams called the
space of ‘drama in a dramatized society (qtd. in Milne172). We need
to take seriously the fact that many discussions of Shakespearean
performance in Britain have involved thinking about speciﬁc in-
stitutions-the RSC and the National Theatre- that are speciﬁcally
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public institutions, subsidised by the state in an attempt to nourish and
sustain ‘serious’ drama. It is this post-war moment of theatrical
practice, whereby drama (including Shakespeare) becomes bound up
with wider questions of cultural production and literary value in
Britain that is most relevant here. Hall’s advocacy of the RSC was not
simply a defence of heritage, or even of just a good evening’s entertain-
ment, but a claim for seriousness. Hall’s suggestion that while Shake-
speare demanded speciﬁc historical and linguistic study (especially
verse speaking) it also has something serious to say about the present
is part of a wider faith in drama as the medium for seriousness.
The speciﬁc rise of the RSC and the National as two state
subsidised institutions with shared interests has been well documented
by Colin Chambers, as has the inﬂuence of modern British and
European drama on the early work of Hall and Peter Brook. Alan
Sinﬁeld, originally writing in a decade of 1980s neo-liberal ascendancy,
looked back to the earlier decades of consensus politics and located a
tension in cultural production between ‘culturalism’ in which intellec-
tuals try to promote high art for a mass audience through the largesse
of the state and ‘left-culturalism,’ in which other artists try to promote
a more radical, social-democratic agenda of critique and reform
(Sinﬁeld Literature). In a well-known essay ﬁrst published in the
anthology Political Shakespeare he argued that the RSC was particular-
ly important in the 1960s-70s because it attracted a young, critically
minded and inﬂuential audience that were attracted to its apparent
modernism and dissenting edge (such that in the 1970s, RSC director
Trevor Nunn could call it an essentially left-wing organization, to the
chagrin of conservative politicians (Shepard & Womack 338 n. 8))
However, Sinﬁeld (like fellow ‘cultural materialists’ in British ac-
ademia) was sceptical about this actual aesthetic project of “Shake-
speare plus relevance” as it tended to assume a “sense of general violent
destruction proceeding both form uncontrollable political systems and
from mysterious inner compulsions” (Sinﬁeld ‘Royal Shakespeare’
164). It accordingly failed to deliver a genuine critical analysis and so
fell prey to the harsher neo-liberal climate of the Thatcherite era that
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was the real backdrop to the essays in Political Shakespeare.
Sinﬁeld’s claim in this essay is not only about the cultural author-
ity attributed to Shakespeare; it is also a reﬂection of ideas about
modern drama and the proper role of the audience. Sinﬁeld may
contest the use of Shakespeare, but it is in defence of a critically
informed audience. In fact the cultural materialist critique of
Shakespearean performance was a longer tendency in modern British
culture of distinguishing a serious, committed theatre from the merely
commercial or exercises in ‘Bardolotary.’ In fact, one frequently
repeated narrative of post-war British drama would be the attempt to
deﬁne a space for a critically engaged drama (including Shakespeare
and moderns) that distinguishes itself from mass entertainment (West
End or TV) through its pursuit of an engaging form and relevant
content. Simon Shepherd calls this the ‘Whig tradition’ of British
theatre, originating in the early Victorian period (Shepherd Modern
British Theatre 18990). In post-war literary history, the role of
Shakespearean drama would overlap with the work of directors such as
Joan Littlewood at the Theatre Workshop, George Levene at the
Royal Court, or manifestos such as Peter Brook’s ‘Holy Theatre,’
Edward Bond’s ‘Rational Theatre’ or Howard Barker’s ‘Theatre of
Catastrophe,’ to create the foundations of a ‘serious’ theatre in modern
Britain that presents an urgent historical moment to itself. Hall’s
‘marketplace of Now’ must be read in this context an example of this
British cultural project to address itself through drama.
At this point, we can return to question posed in the introduction
and ask whether British Shakespeare today is still part of the same
cultural project? What have been the biggest changes to drama and
cultural production since the 1990s? The changes of UK cultural
policy is a contentious and complex topic, during the period, not least
as the devolution of decision making to Scotland and Wales (and in a
more complex sense, Northern Ireland) has arguably changed the
understanding of a single national policy. Readers might like to supply
their own cultural signposts of the period: the era of New Labour or
the war on terror; of reality TV, Harry Potter or The Young British
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Artists; credit boom and crunch. In what ways might British theatre
in particular have changed and how might this qualify Shakespearean
performance? Here the transfer of power to a nominally centre-left
government at a point where earlier left-wing political culture was
popularly pronounced to be obsolete (the rational of so-called ‘New’
Labour politics) had an e#ect on theatre. Many critics have noted that
the familiar politically confrontational narratives of 1970s and 80s
dramawhat Simon Shepard calls the ‘bad state of the nation play’
began to wither away as conﬁdence in radical politics receded
(Shepard & Womack 3234). Instead, with a nominally centre-left
government in power and the generation of ‘Thatcher’s children’
beginning to stage their own plays, the terms of a serious theatre
changed. Younger New Brutalist or ‘In Yer Face’ dramatists like
Sarah Kane or Mark Ravenhill had attracted attention since the mid-
1990s for works that were provocative studies of violence and dysfunc-
tion that apparently eschewed left-culturalist pieties (Sierz). For some
it represented a loss of purpose or seriousnessan accommodation
with Quentin Tarantino and Hollywood aesthetics that Michael Boyd
of the RSC for one dismisses as ‘sensationalist’ (Boyd 269). Ironically
some of these writers like Kane cited Shakespeare (and the 1987 RSC
production by Debroah Warner of Titus Andronicus) as precedents.
(Saunders 5859). Alternately the writer/critic David Edgar
suggested in 1999 that the signature of the decade had been the crisis
of masculinity rather than that of the state; something that surely
invites renewed thinking about Shakespearean performance at some
future point.
The most conspicuous development in Shakespearean perform-
ance in the UK was arguably the opening of the Globe Theatre in 1997.
The project (signiﬁcantly not principally funded by the state but as a
private venture) has inspired much debate about the issues of perform-
ance and ‘authentic’ playing conditions that are beyond the scope of
this essay (Worthern). Just as signiﬁcant have been the arguments
about the audience for Shakespeare. Some initial reviewers and critics
expressed frustration at the behaviour of audience members, some-
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times castigated as tourists or latter-day ‘groundlings’ rather than
serious theatre-goers who would respect the actual performance.
(Prescott 3634; Bennett 495). This is signiﬁcant because it indicates
some apparent assumptions about the need for a ‘culturalist’ model of
theatre going, such as in the idea of a ‘proper’ RSC or National
Theatre audience. The Globe, sited on the newly renovated South
Bank promenade of the Thames, also occupies a complicated position
in London’s culture industry: both a ‘serious’ academic enterprise and
a tourist attraction, a experimental space for performanc styles and
also a popular heritage showcase, it embodies the di#erent expectations
that are placed upon the myth of Shakespeare in contemporary Britain.
An additional result of The Globe has been to inspire some public
interventions about the role of the theatre in the contemporary market-
place, especially from its current, second artistic director Dominic
Dromgoole, who had previously been involved with contemporary
British drama. In a defence of the 2006 Stratford Shakespeare
Festival, Dromgoole (who had in the 1990s been associated with new
British dramatists) comments that our thinking of Shakespeare has
been ‘electriﬁed by a sense of post 9/11 excitement”:
[There] is a sense now that Shakespeare is moving into his
moment. Now the history has morphed from a slow shu%e of
monolithic power blocs and grinding economic movements, to a
more frenetic quickstep of small adventures, random explosions
and scattered iconography, people are discovering a new relevance
in his work. (Dromgoole ‘Welcome to Bardworld’ para. 6)
In Dromgoole’s enthusiastic advocacy (also in evidence in his plucky
memoir-cum-manifesto Will and Me), Shakespeare is still “our con-
temporary” but in a di#erent way than once imagined by Jan Kott. If
the cold war had found Shakespeare a partner of Samuel Beckett in
exploring the absurdity of mutually assured destruction, Dromgoole
sees Shakespeare today (in an age of ‘the war on terror’) as a source of
liberal fallible generosity in an age of religious and political fundamen-
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talism. However attractive or not this may be, to call Shakespeare the
universal poet of ordinary life is not in itself an original idea. What is
revealing is to grant it urgency or excitement as an intervention in the
present. It seems that this desire for relevance as part of the project of
modern British drama persists into the new century. Moreover, as in
the 2003 work of TV historian Michael Wood, In Search of Shake-
speare, Shakespeare has acquired a certain spiritual or political-
theological mantle by upholding a lust for life against forms of
Puritanism then or now.
Dromgoole’s concern to recover urgent content can be compared
with the work of drama critic Benedict Nightingale whose 1999
manifesto for a modern theatre also looked back to the special theatri-
cal power of renaissance drama in interesting ways:
The Elizabethans and Jacobeans in particular ask you to suspend
disbelief in the existence of titanic feelings and absolute values.
They ask you to look at ﬁerce, elemental encounters in a universe
where the deity, though sometimes worryingly absent, has signiﬁ-
cance for the characters. And isn’t there something invigorating
about plays that avoid psychological or social explanations for
human conduct and refuse to reduce good and evil into mere
virtue and vice? (qtd. in Saunders 18)
Writing before the events of 9/11, Nightingale also sees Shakespearean
performance as especially timely means of thinking about the big
questions; stories too large for the tired conventions of naturalism or
social realism that have marked modern British drama. Could the
return to the ‘spiritual’ actually be a shorthand way of thinking of
globalized ‘universal’ problems that exceed the narratives of the nation
state? Dromgoole himself champions The Globe as a space ‘to tell big
stories’ (qtd. in Dickson). Certainly the allure of the Elizabethan
Playhouse (as like the idea of Athenian drama) exercises huge myth-
ical power over discussions of European drama. These comments also
underline the continuing importance of narrative in the defence of
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Shakespeare; the sense that Shakespeare provides an opportunity to tell
necessary stories in the present time. The defence of Shakespeare is
bound up with the claim of a modern theatre to help society under-
stand itself. Some questions also remain to be answered. One would
be to what extent Nightingale, and to some extent Dromgoole, see the
particularity of Shakespeare alone as the source of a renewed theatre,
or the combined cultural power of English Renaissance Drama in
general. Could the intellectual tension they attribute to the individual
author be better understood as a condition of the early-modernity of
British culture? What is also unclear is how in contemporary
dramatized society, such narratives need to be theatrical as such rather
than enjoyed in other media. Finally, what is also not addressed is in
what ways Shakespearean performance may itself try to present a sense
of the contemporary as part of its cultural practice. The next part of
the essay will consider one example of such an undertaking.
The Localization of Shakespeare
When reviewing Shakespeare scholarship since 1997, it is tempting
to consider how the wider debates in this period regarding
‘globalization’ (and its corollary ‘localization’) have worked their way
into literary criticism. For example, the ‘Global’ and the ‘Local’ was
the keynote subject of the British Shakespeare Association Conference
in 2009. No doubt this has been the result of the internationalization
of Shakespeare studies itself, and (in English language criticism) the
impact of the work of Martin Orkin and others into how speciﬁc
theatrical cultures translate the Shakespearean text into a ‘local’ form.
Yet Shakespearean production within the modern UK is no less a
process of translating an early-modern text into a meaningfully speciﬁc
context. Furthermore, the imaginative impact of globalization is also
a challenge for all cultural production and contemporary British
drama. According to Dan Rebellato, the decline of ‘state of the nation’
drama in the UK since the 1990s is a direct consequence of a new
concern with the trans-national and increasingly inter-related condi-
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tion of at least some parts of a globalized world. As a matter of fact,
there is a convergence between Rebellato’s project and recent Shake-
speare criticism, such as the ﬁlm studies of Mark Thornton Burnet,
who discusses the emptying out of signs of locality and distinctiveness
in a production such as Gregory Doran’s Macbeth (ﬁlmed 2001) so
that Shakespeare “inhabits an essentially featureless cultural space”
(50). Again, the challenges of placing contemporary Shakespearean
performance in a particularly ‘globalized space’ can be usefully seen as
part of a more general problem of drama and cultural production in
the new century.
The consideration of the global cannot proceed without some
reﬂection on the local spaces of representation. Finding locality that
is to say the need of performance to situate the Shakespearean play-text
into some cultural context remains an unavoidable challenge of drama.
This is particularly acute for the topic of British Shakespeare where the
challenge is to localize in ways that are not merely traditional (in the
bad sense as unthinkingly nativist or parochial) or of what Colin
Chambers in his generally supportive study of the RSC calls “the
distinct whi# of F.R. Leavis’s lost organic society” that haunts repre-
sentations of Shakespeare’s England (Chambers 121). The idea of a
place is most commonly described as a setting, but it may be useful to
reconsider the process through Mikhail Bakhtin’s idea of the
‘chronotope’ in narrative. This term (loaned from physics) describes
the way in which the passing of time is realized as movement through
space in ﬁction such that any narrative opens up a sense of a ﬁctional
world to the reader (Morris 184). By applying this term to the
reproduction of narrative in dramatic performance, how might British
Shakespearean productions have provided a chronotopical sense of
Shakespeare’s England that is not merely nostalgic?
One notable development in the period since 1997 was in the
development of ﬁlm adaptation that attempted modern or contempo-
rary adaptations of Shakespeare. Doran’s version of Macbeth (staged
in 1999 and subsequently ﬁlmed) has been mentioned above. Kenneth
Branagh’s ambitious Loves’ Labour’s Lost (2000) attempted to trans-
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form the comedy into both a pastiche of Hollywood musicals and a
chronotopic journey through the Second World War; its box-o$ce
failure suggested that this was a reworking too far for its intended
audience. Other adaptations dispensed with the original play-text
altogether and translated the narrative into more contemporary realist
modes. TV dramatist Andrew Davies adapted Othello (directed by
Geo#rey Sax 2001) into a police drama, reﬂecting public concerns
about alleged institutional racism in the London police force. The
‘Shakespea(Re)-Told’ series launched by the BBC in 2005 converted
four plays (The Taming of the Shrew, A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Much Ado About Nothing and Macbeth) into the story worlds of a
contemporary and multi-cultural UK by using popular idioms of TV
drama, notably the ‘romcom’ as analysed by Ramona Wray. Much
Ado About Nothing, for example, was relocated to a bickering TV
studio environment that recalled previous British sitcoms. These
program’s desire for relevance led them to localize the text into
immediate and contemporary dramatic modes, but by dispensing with
many of the speciﬁc thematic and linguistic di$culties posed by
early-modern drama, their claim of ﬁdelity to a putatively original text
might strike some viewers as unrealised.2
A more oblique form of contemporary representation was provid-
ed by Nicholas Hytner’s production of The Winter’s Tale for the
National Theatre, London in summer 2001. The play has been
discussed by Michael Bristol in Big-Time Shakespeare as an example of
the longue dure´e of literary history, in which the text reveals patterns
of social time, such as festivity, which he derives from the work of
Bakhtin (147174). Hytner’s production, with Alex Jennings as
Leontes and Claire Skinner as Hermione, also addressed this theme in
a revealing way. A recent survey of contemporary British perform-
ances of The Winter’s Tale by Patricia Tapspaugh overlooks this
particular production but (applying the power of hindsight) this
production was a good example of an attempt to ‘localize’ the romance
in a markedly contemporaryeven topicalBritish setting. On one
level, this was through the evocation of a Blairite Sicilia, where the
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iconography of stage costumes and design, such as the polo shirt and
jeans get-up of Leontes and Polixenes (as in then recent, casual “call
me Tony” style of Blair) and the large memorial portraits of Hermione
that resembled the tributes to Diana Princess of Wales from three year
earlier, evoked a knowing sense of contemporary Britain. At worse,
this may seem like a weak example of throwing contemporary allusions
at the audience in the hope that some relevance sticks. Arguably more
interesting was the way the production represented the Green World of
Bohemia. In the production, pastoral Bohemia became a thinly-
disguised equivalent of an English rock festival, of which the best
known is the Glastonbury Festival, with the shepherds presented as an
assortment of contemporary New Age Travellers and tent-dwelling
festival goers, to a soundtrack of rock music. Through a crafty use of
stage business, a suitably dressed down Florizel’s comment “These
your unusual weeds to each part of you/Does give a life” (4.4.12) was
made to refer to a pro#ered joint of marijuana. The pop cultural
aspect of the production was enhanced by the casting of Phil Daniels
as a cockney Autolycus, as the actor (a star of 1970s social realist TV
and cinema) had recently enjoyed renewed fame through his involve-
ment with the ‘Britpop’ band Blur. In act four Daniels used the platea
of the National stage to deliver a knowing, irreverent and para-textual
song number about Shakespearean characters, including a brief rap.
The results drew mixed critical reactionsfor some reviewers it was
gauche populism (O’Connor & Goodland 1628)but as an attempt to
present a form of the play’s notoriously placeless Bohemia as other
than a literalised picture of renaissance pastoral, the production in fact
made some interesting points. By comparing the Shakespearean space
of pastoral with the Glastonbury Festival, the production posed the
implicit question of how contemporary popular culture itself evokes
pastoral discourse as a festive space. The production, in fact, seemed
to address the same questions Michael Bristol had raised in Big Time
Shakespeare about the endurance of patterns of social time and leisure
in the text. Furthermore as a realisation of a comic potential within
the play-text and the adaptation of Autolycus in the role of Clown, it
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was also an innately theatrical and comic event between performers
and audience, who realised together the potential for comedy and the
role of the Clown that are inscribed into the play-text or even, as
Worthern has argued in regards to the trace of Will Kemp, as part of
the inate performativity of Shakespearean comedy (7576). Finally it
also provides one example of how the localizing of space as a recogniz-
ably ‘British’ space could resist exuding too strong a scent of nostalgia.
Conclusion
All attempts to discuss the contemporary must be works in
progress to an extent. At the time of writing (January 2010) there
seems to be a sense of an ending in regard to the political history
mentioned in this paper. A recent work by Alan Sinﬁeld sounded a
valedictory note for the ‘unﬁnished business’ of cultural materialism,
suggesting how the terms of academic discussion (and especially
critique) may have adjusted since the 1980s (Shakespeare, Authority,
Sexuality 12). This essay has suggested considering Shakespeare as a
type of cultural production through its relationship to an idea of
modern drama and to problems of the representation of a sense of
contemporary place. This raises the question of how an idea of British
Shakespearean performance is related to a particular national dis-
course of the theatre and culture; a problematic that is increasingly
discussed in terms of the local and the global in Shakespeare studies.
Yet this also leads to the question of the theatre itself. This is because,
as academic studies of Shakespeare and performance increasingly
encompass questions of adaptation and multi-media versions of the
texts, there is a sense that Shakespeare as performance studies could
leave the theatre as such behind. To risk a sweeping statement, most
experiences of Shakespeare in contemporary Britain (as elsewhere) are
not in fact theatrical as such and this is a symptom of ‘drama in a
dramatized society’ that does necessarily use the physical space of a
theatre. Perhaps there is a need in Shakespeare studies to respect a
divergence between the study of performance and performativity,
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which by deﬁnition are actions that occur in any media, and the
concept of ‘theatricality,’ which denotes at some point a concept of
space. This is itself the dilemma of all thinking about theatre in
contemporary society, be that classical, Shakespearean or modern
writing. Asking questions about synergies in Shakespearean perform-
ance, in Britain or elsewhere, is to think about what the signiﬁcance of
the theatre itself, and the narratives that have informed it in modern
Britain, might be.
NOTES
1 This paper is based upon a presentation given for seminar discussion “New
Synergies in Contemporary British Shakespeare Performance’delivered at the 48th
annual meeting of the Shakespeare Society of Japan, Tsukuba University, 10/04/
2009. I would like to thank Professor Daniel Gallimore of Japan Women’s
University for the invitation to speak at this seminar.
2 For example, in the version of Much Ado About Nothing, Hero does not ﬁnally
reconcile with Claudio, but maintains her independence.
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